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and intellectuals. The former is an ugly word, the strangeness
of which is due to our instinctive feeling that the termination -al
has no business at the end of a word that is not obviously Latin.
Nevertheless the new importance that has been attached for the
last half century to the idea of common descent as opposed to
that of mere artificial nationality has made a word necessary.
Racial is not the word that might have been ornamental as well
as useful; but it is too well established to be now uprooted.
Intellectuals is still apologized for in 1905 by The Spectator as
4 a convenient neologism'. It is already familiar to all who give
any time to observing continental politics, though the Index to
the Encyclopaedia (1903) knows it not. A use has not yet been
found for the word in home politics, as far as we have observed;
but the fact that intellect in any country is recognized as a
definite political factor is noteworthy; and we should hail
intellectuals as a good omen for the progress of the world.
These, and the scientific, are the sort of neologism that may
fairly be welcomed. But there is this distinction. With the
strictly scientific words, writers have not the power to decide
whether they shall accept them or not; they must be content
to take submissively what the men of science choose to give them,
they being as much within their rights in naming what they
have discovered or invented as an explorer in naming a new
mountain, or an American founder a new city. Minneapolis^
Pikeville, and Pennsylvania, may have a barbaric sound, but
there they are; sotelegram,or aesthophysiology. The proud father
of the latter (Herbert Spencer) confesses to having docked it of a
syllable; and similarly Mr Lecky writes of *a eudaemometer
measuring with accuracy the degrees of happiness realized by
men in different ages'; consequently there will be some who
will wish these long words longer, though more who will wish
them shorter; but grumble as we may, the patria potestas is
indefeasible. On the other hand, with such words as racial,
intellectuals, it is open to any writer, if he does not like the word
that threatens to occupy an obviously vacant place, to offer a
substitute, or at least to avoid giving currency to what he dis-

